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all set to make new mistakes and later learn from
them.

This is the start of a new dawn where all the
classes would be bustling with eager, new and
happy faces ready to learn and “we”, the parents
and teachers being the power pillars of the
establishment must work together for maintaining
the same happiness with which the child came on
the very first day.

“If we had no winter, the spring could not be so
pleasant; if we did not sometimes taste of
adversity,  prosperity would not be so welcome”.

- Anne Bradstreet

Aura

Hearty Greetings Parent,

“Work joyfully and gratefully, knowing that right
thoughts and right efforts will inevitably bring
about right results”.

- Jaiues Allen.
Standing at the threshold of a new academic
session with high hopes and a feeling of
achievement, ready to turn all the odds into even
and making the utmost of this fresh and new given
oppurtunity. Prepared to face the challenges and
the trails which would make everyone learn new
and enriching lessons and gain experiences and

Vision
An Institution of Global repute for excellence in educating the next generation for their bright future.

Mission
To ensure that every student is inspired and prepared to be a passionate lifelong learner. To evolve a
learning system which is creative and interactive so that it becomes constructive, comprehensive and
practical.
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THROW ME……GROW ME
Natural beauty and environment has decayed over
the years to make way for townships and new
buildings coming up all the time. I felt the need
to do something about it, and bring awareness
among children to take care of nature.

When I started my research on the kind of
environmental degradation that is happening in
India, I came across this information: The country
may have lost close to 10.6 million hectares, or
about 70 times Delhi’s geographical area, of
original forests in the last decade. This is more
than three times the reported increase in the
nation’s forest cover in this period and 15 percent
of India’s existing green cover.

When we do ‘tree planting’ as “Green Crops
Club” in school we find that these days most of
the kids don’t like their hands being soiled while

planting a sapling.

So I decided to make
wide use of a
Japanese technology
of using seed bombs
to ensure the
greening of the
region in Nellore.

Children responded with enthusiasm to this
project; we have invested a lot of time inspiring
the children  and helping them understand the
importance of greening our environment. We
addressed the school children at their assemblies.

Students made seed bombs that contained
Marigold or Tomato seeds around which compost
and mud was rolled over, and then the ball thus
made was dried in the sun till it hardened into a

mud ball.  These seed balls can be flung in areas
where the green cover has depleted and the
germination process takes place!

If you throw just a seed out of the window it has
the chance of being lost as it might not land in
the right place to germinate, but a seed bomb, if
thrown on barren land at a time where there is
some moisture in the air, or during the monsoon
season has a much higher chance of germinating.
And if you put more than one seed in the ball, the
strike rate is higher.

Students have been very receptive to this group
project. They made nearly 500 seed bombs, with
the support of their classmates and under the
supervision of their class teachers. Students
carried dried seed bombs neatly wrapped in paper
covers with a tag written “THROW ME….
GROW ME...” on them. Most of the students
“threw” these seed bombs in their own backyards
or kitchen gardens.

Our philosophy is that when you see barren land;
don’t throw garbage, throw seed bombs instead!

In class wise educational / community field trips
we give children seed bombs to throw in barren
lands. We have planned to distribute 5000 seed
bombs in our neighbouring communities in the
next academic year.
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International Yoga & World Music Day
International Yoga Day and World Music Day
were celebrated on 21st June, 2019.
Yoga, is a study of physical and mental well being
of the human mind and body. One who performs
yoga regularly is said to achieve a perfect balance
between mind and body and is capable of coping
with stress better than people who don’t follow
the discipline.

Music, on the other hand, is the very basis of one’s
culture and individuality. It gives meaning to life
and moreover serves as a refreshing medium for
humans to take a break from their stressful lives.
To celebrate health and music together and bring
forth the value of both, a special assembly was
conducted by class 6 students.
Paying a musical tribute on the occasion of world
music day, a mesmerizing prayer medley was
performed by the students.
Students performed Yogaasanas with the yoga
teacher Mrs. Padmavathi and followed it up
with a powerful meditation session.
Felicitation Ceremony
Rainbow school gives importance to all round
development. Students of Rainbow excel in
Archery competitions.
To commommerate the achievements of
outstanding personalities in the field of Archery,
Mr Cherukuri Satyanarayana, Founder and
Coach of Cherukuri Volga Archery Academy,
Mr Mangal Singh Champia, the recipient of

Arjuna award and Baby Dolly Sivani, the
world’s youngest archer, Rainbow School has
organised Felicitation Ceremony in a
spectacular manner on 15th June, 2019.
Mr. Cherukuri Satyanarayana inspired the students
of Rainbow School by sharing his success story.
He insisted on the importance of an all round
development and opined that sports and
academics should go hand in hand.
Mr. Mangal Singh Champia, the Arjuna
awardee encouraged the students to take part in
sports and games. He said that there is nothing
that is impossible if one is determined.

He handed over the CBSE National Certificate
to Master Akhil Teja Reddy, Class-X,  Master
GVK Varshit Krishna Class-X,  who
participated in the National Level and Master
KV Nehan Class-IX, who participated in SGFI
State Level.
Our School Coach Mr. Vijay Bhardwaj Reddy,
Nellore Olympic Association and Nellore
Archery Association felicitated Mr Cherukuri
Satyanarayana, Mr Mangal Singh Champia and
Baby Dolly Sivani.
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Promoting Social Awareness...

Student School Cabinet Council Election was

held at Rainbow School here on Tuesday 25th

June, 2019 to throw light on the election process

prevailing in the country. We conducted a

qualified written eligibility test to aspirant

candidates in High school and Primary School.

The contestants went to various classes to

campaign about the allotted symbols and

canvassed. The students cast their votes in

compliance with the provision of the code of

conduct for the contestants. Speaking on the

occasion, Director of Rainbow School,
Mrs. Padma Subramanyam said that elections

are the vital determinants of the progress of the

country and people, who in turn make the country

prosperous.

Principal, Vice Principal and  faculty and students

took part on voting day….

On 28th July, 2019 Election Results were

declared by our Principal in the morning

assembly.

The school management and Principal
congratulated the elected school cabinet leaders
for the academic year 2019-2020 and appreciated
the Social Dept for conducting the elections in
systematic procedures.

The Cream Of the Crop
Rainbow School held annual Academic Awards
Ceremony in the school on Monday 24th June,
2019. This ceremony is a focal point of the
school calendar where academic excellence is
celebrated and recognised.

Mrs. Padma Subramanyam, Director  referred
to our school as a school of inclusivity and
diversity, one which promotes a balanced
education helping each student fulfill his/her
potential.

THE TOPPERS ARE :
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Principal congratulated the toppers and wished
them good luck.
The proud parents of the students who received
cash awards were invited to the school and
felicitated by the school management. They
expressed their happiness and lauded the initiative
taken by the school. Mrs. Padma Subramanyam,
Director encouraged the students to excel in their
studies and assured them that she would bestow
gold medals upon Rainbow Students who stand
first in our state in the Board Exams as a token
of celebration and recognition.

THE IMPORTANCE OF HOMEWORK
IN YOUR CHILD’S EDUCATION

Good study habits lead to excellence in
education.

What is a good study habit? How can good study
habit be developed? A routine of behavior that is
repeated regularly and tends to occur
subconsciously is a habit— Wikipedia. In simple
words repetition of behavior in a consistent
manner is a habit. In a classroom we see really
successful students, average, and some who don’t
fare well. That is because successful students
develop an effective study habit. Studying is a
skill- students must first learn, practice and then
make it a habit to become successful in school;
so routine of studying regularly and consistently
is key to make it a good study habit. How can we
develop good study habits? Attending school
regularly and learning is the first step to
developing a study habit. Enjoying school is the
second step to learning. Reading biographies of
great personalities— educationists, scientists,
speaking about how disciplined their lives were
and also how being disciplined led them to be
successful. Imbibing discipline is the third step
to developing good study habits. ‘A stitch in time
saves nine’ speaks volumes about the advantages

of working on time. A home is a place where we
can see time schedule being followed very
diligently. Parents and other adults prove to be
excellent role models to the child, hence adults
need to follow the rules where learning by their
children is to be considered. This is the fourth
step to developing good study habits. A home is
a happening place — distractions in family are
plenty- guests, functions, festivals, and many
more events- most of the time lead to breaking
of rules and schedules. It is understandable that
at such times our planning goes kaput but
completing the task as soon as possible must be
our aim, the reason being, our children observe
us and understand the value given to work. If we
want our children to value work then adults need
to give value to work. Learning to value work is
the fifth step to developing good study habits.
Another important point to note is – whenever
work gets postponed due to inevitable reasons
the rationale behind the postponement must be
discussed so that your child understands and
appreciates it and completes the assigned task.
The objective is to make the process of learning
and doing homework enjoyable. We know that
reading textbooks and doing home work are not
the favourite activities of students. The right age
to train students to pick good habits is as soon as
the child starts listening, understanding and
implementing. We must know that every child is
unique and has different capacities ….. A time
tested plan or strategy to develop good study
habits will guide students to be successful.

Planned study: Planning helps in achieving
excellence as it channelizes thoughts and actions.
It helps in focusing on the activity. Planning can
be done by making a time table, in consultation
with the parent, the class teacher, the counselor
and the student. Discussion on ‘why’ and ‘how’
of the timetable will lead to making a good time
table.
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Place of study: Place of study has a huge impact
on retention of the content to be learnt. A cool
calm, well lighted and ventilated room with proper
furniture will be a right place to study. Material
to study, and notes must be available at hand.
Dictionary, rough sheets, all adds to effective
studying. The place of study must be away from
the Living room, where other members of the
family may watch, television, use mobile and
socialize. One adult family member, as a support
for a student must be available to guide the student
in case of academic difficulty

Ability to read: Reading is the basic skill and
one of the most important ones – as without
reading a student may not enjoy learning. In early
years, the ability to read not only builds
confidence in a child but also makes the child
self-reliant in learning more about things that
interest him/her. On the other hand, it is observed
that difficulty in reading is the percursor to
avoiding regular studies as it makes the
experience of learning new things laborious and
unpleasant. The time tested remedy to this is to
encourage the students pick up and form habit of
reading—s. “A family that reads together grows
together.” Method of reading- Survey Question-
Read-Recite-Reflect Survey- skim through the
content the title, summary & highlighted words
Question- allow questions to rise while
skimming, note down the questions.

Read- read the lesson to understand (use a
dictionary if necessary)

Recite- run over the material read over and over
again in your mind

Reflect- Test yourself to check the understanding
and application in real life situation.

Health: Right eating habits – eating the right kind
of food at the right time helps in remaining
healthy. Healthy children learn well, retain the
content well. A well fed body leads to good active

brain. Foods rich in protein, Omega 3 fatty acids,
fruits and green leafy veggies help the brain to
be active throughout. Sugar (carbohydrate) serves
as a Brain Fuel. The brain, neurons and developing
red blood cells can only use glucose for energy.
If intake of carbohydrates is inadequate, the brain
does not function actively. Eating healthy
breakfast is a must- The breakfast must include-
carbohydrate, sugar, proteins and vitamins-that
means fermented food items, fruits and salads +
milk/fruit juice makes a sumptuous Breakfast.

 Focus: Focus on a particular task develops when
a) the student is self motivated. b) There is some
incentive to learn (not materialistic but intrinsic
c) Support is easily available d) Guidance is
available e) the student is sincere and honest to
himself. f) There is a deadline

When to study- Studies show that studying one
hour immediately after school helps in
understanding the content. 80% of the material
is forgotten within 24 hours so reviewing is
important. Reinforcing the content learnt every
week and testing oneself will lead to storing the
learned material in long term memory Move
from short term- to Long term memory-
Visualize, Highlight and talk about it to move the
content from short term memory to long term
memory. It is really fun to visualize the content
learned by you. Notes can be made after reading.
Creative review tools like Mind Maps, sight
words, sentences, notes, discussion, joining study
groups, writing competitive tests series, memory
tricks will help in reviewing the content and fixing
it in your mind. Parents are an essential
element of successful homework practice;
many studies have found that increased parent
involvement is associated with improved student
achievement. Ultimately the objective of the
parent and the school is to help a student develop
self regulation skills to achieve success in all
endeavors. To be an academic scorer - Home
work and good study habits is the way forward.
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ART & CRAFT GALARY
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TALK OF THE TOWN
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